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PUBLISHERS HAVE A 
STAKE…

While the cliché is that Large Language Models have been trained by 
“reading” “the internet”, computer programmes copy, they don’t read. To 

argue otherwise is to deeply devalue the human act of reading. And the 
internet is just a channel, publisher & creator content, news, books and 

journals, makes up a very high proportion of what they models have been 
trained on. 



TWO POINTS
• What do we know about training data? And what would it 

take to be transparent about it? 
• The next level of content use in LLM-based systems and how 

that may be a great opportunity. But can it excuse the 
original sin?
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We have almost no visibility on 
what was used to train the models
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Meta’s LLaMa-1: ‘Unlike Chinchilla, PaLM, or GPT-3, we only use publicly available data, making our work 
compatible with open-sourcing, while most existing models rely on data which is either not publicly available or 
undocumented (e.g. “Books – 2TB” or “Social media conversations”).’

Meta’s LLaMa-2: “a new mix of data from publicly available sources, which does not include data from Meta’s 
products or services. We made an effort to remove data from certain sites known to contain a high volume of 
personal information about private individuals.”



Is it hard to be transparent?
• Books3 has every book in a separate file labelled with its 

title. 
• I created a searchable list of ISBNs on 

https://github.com/psmedia/Books3Info
• The Atlantic created a tool to search Books3 by authors

• CommonCrawl webscrapes are lists of URLs
• The Washington Post has created “the secret list of websites that make 

AI like ChatGPT sound smart” at 
https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/interactive/2023/ai-
chatbot-learning/ - based on Google’s C4 dataset.

• LAION (image-text pairs used to train Stable Diffusion) is a 
list of URLs… and searchable indexes have been created
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https://github.com/psmedia/Books3Info
https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/interactive/2023/ai-chatbot-learning/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/interactive/2023/ai-chatbot-learning/
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Inside the secret list of websites that 
make AI like ChatGPT sound smart
Washington Post, April 19, 2023
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RETRIEVAL AUGMENTED 
GENERATION

19/10/2023
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4.Identify most 
”vector similar” 
content from 
datastore and 
retrieve it

1. My query… 

2. Convert query to vectors

3. Vector similarity 
search

5. Retrieve text (based on vector similarity) and 
send it back to LLM in the form of a prompt:

```prompt-context
Anticipate the type of answer desired by the user. Imagine the 
following 3 articles were written by the user and contain all the 
necessary information to answer the user's question. Begin 
responses with ”According to Publisher X data...” and include 
citations
---BEGIN #1---
---END #1---
```

6. LLM processes 
prompt with context 
and replies to query

“According to articles 
from Publisher X… 

datastore

LLM



LICENSING
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AI companies are now 
offering to license this 
material. This is how 
Chat-GPT can be up-
to-date by licensing 
news data. Each query 
can be traced to 
specific unit of text. 

They are still refusing 
to accept that they 
should have licensed 
the data used to train 
the base model… 

In European case, “opting out” is 
the best first step to being able to 
license.
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